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** From Alf **

It's Hello to Ken and Goodbye from me!

I have had the pleasure of taking responsibility for the publicity role for
our group for the last 17 years and now it's time to welcome Ken Davis
who has agreed to take over this task.
Ken has recently reorganised and revitalised our web site which he has
now handed over to Bill Robinson and son. With much experience in
the publishing field and no doubt, ably watched over by Barbara, he
will keep us fully informed and entertained. Ken has the full kit and
know-how to print our publications but like any editor will be grate-
ful for any contributions of interest to members.

And hello from me

but happily, only cheerio and many thanks, to Alf.    (Is each editor’s
term a 17 years stint, I wonder?....Retirement at  age 90.... Something to
look forward to!)

I have to say that taking over from Alf, even after such a glowing testi-
monial, is daunting, to say the least!

‘Reorganising and revitalising’ the website was really at his instigation -
and arm-twisting.  Knowing that I have computing as another hobby, as
well as woodturning, he came up to me one day, over 5 years ago,  and
said that as our website had been dormant for over a year, would I take a
look with a view to fixing it?  Bill Nicholson had started it, before emi-
grating and no-one had been able to get into it.

After eventually managing to contact Bill by email and getting the nec-
essary details - I couldn’t ‘get in’, either.  I did manage to persuade the
then web-space provider that my need to access it was genuine and they
reset the password to what was our interpretation of what Bill had told
us!
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Then the real work started!  I  did know what ‘HTML’ was and what it
did. How it did it and what all its ‘<’s and ‘</’s etc meant was another
matter altogether!.  Luckily, I had friends in  the right places to give me
a grounding; there are programs available to make editing ‘What you
see is what you get (WYSIWYG - also called wizziwig) and those of
you with internet access have all seen the result.  To see a really revital-
ised site, by the time this goes to press, you should all be able to see
Bill’s (and Graham’s) new interpretation.

My experience of paper editing is not a lot further advanced than my
HTML was!  Again, though, I have found a program (computerese
spelling) to make life fairly easy.  Let’s see what happens!

Please note.  While this edition has the front and back covers in colour -
to give Alf’s Cornucopia the ‘finish’ it merits, normal printing will be in
black and white - colour is much to expensive - but there may be colour
for ‘specials’.

Ken D.

Managers and Engineers - from the internet, Barbara asked me to in-
clude it  - Ken

A group of managers are asked to measure the height of a flagpole. So
they go out to the flagpole with ladders and tape measures, and they're
falling off the ladders, dropping the tape measures -- the whole thing
is just a mess.
A group of engineers arrive and see what the managers are trying to do.
They walk over to the flagpole, pull it out of the ground and lay it
flat on the ground. They measure it from end to end, give the
measurement to one of the managers, and then walk away.
After the engineers have gone, one manager turns to another and laughs.
"Isn't that just typical of engineers? We're looking for the height and
they give us the length."
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Demonstration by Sue Harker.17th May 2008.

Turning a bowl within a bowl.

The concept of “a bowl within a bowl came to Sue when she was pack-
ing some bowls to take to an exhibition at Pickering, a large red rimmed
bowl was placed in a box then a pierced smaller bowl was then placed
inside, low and behold an idea formed. This is where things are now at,
she brought along two disks of Sycamore, one clean about 8” round, the
other dirty about 20”.
Both were cleaned up and faced. The smaller one, to go inside the larger
was then fixed to a faceplate and 4 areas were cut using an eccentric off
centre setting. It was demonstrated how the 4 points were found to ena-
ble to cut the circles and how she had made
a device to help find the right position to put
the centre of the circle, then four lots of cuts
were made. as the picture shows. These
were cut using a fluted parting tool with the
flute down to give a clean cut, then reversed
to cut the depth.

The cuts were then filled with fibreglass
resin coloured with black pastel chalk and
silver glitter and left to harden.

The outer bowl, the larger of the two was
then shaped to a flat topped bowl with an
arched base and then ebonised. A graph
was passed around to show how to calcu-
late the arc, When the base was complete
and reversed the top was prepared and
sanded then a cut was made across the
surface using a spiraling tool, with the
middle cutter being used set at no 2
marked on the shank of the tool, one pass
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was made across the wood then the cut was
cleaned and then the piece was ebonised,
then left to dry.

An artificial chucking point was glued to
the reverse of the large bowl to enable off
centre cutting to be done so as to sit the
smaller bowl inside.

It was then demonstrated on the smaller bowl how the front was cleaned
up of excess resin, cutting through the filler and cleaning the face using
a round nose scrapper, then a bowl scooped from the centre. It was then
reversed and the shape of the underside of the bowl was cut leaving a
wing  which was then pierced. When piercing, using a cutter from Mick
Hanbury, cut holes at random using j,c,h,z shapes and pushing the cutter
in straight the move around to cut.

The piece was put together and glued with Gorilla glue.

Avery enjoyable day was had by all, and
a big thanks to Sue for the demonstration.
But before I close there is one person
who has not  had a mention yet and that
is Sue’s hard working husband who
worked  quietly in the background at
Sue’s every command!!!!!!

Another big Thank You

                Mark Ongley
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Revolutions 17, held in the Rayrigg Rooms from 23rd to the 30th May,
raised £2,814.50p, £283.50p of this on the Charity table.  There were
Also donations of £335 - possibly due in part to Fred’s ‘rules’ re the
tops -  if you can make it go, you keep it.  If you can’t, then take it home
and practice!

Above: a view down the centre
Table
Right: Bill building up a segmented
blank
Below: some of Roger’s work on a
side display.

Generally a successful event - but it would be nice to see a few more
returning to show off their work in future years.

Revolutions 17
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 Then and Now - by Bill Ross

Last week was Revolutions 17 so, despite urgings to use the car less, I
drove up to Bowness to see what was on display, and though I know
that our turners are good, I was amazed at the quality and variety of the
items on offer at very reasonable prices. I was humbled by the skill
shown and couldn't help but compare it with the early Revolutions.
Then the emphasis was on simple bowls, bud vases, serviette rings, gob-
lets, platters, pepper mills, table lamps etc. We progressed and I well
remember John White's Easter Egg that opened up to show the sepul-
chre, and the first appearance of Alf's bowl of fruit. But Now we have
lots of segmented and off centre turnings that are a delight to
behold,deep narrow vases, plaques of wood that look like fossils con-
tainers with screw top lids,articles decorated with colour or mugs with
cutouts that appear to be coloured because the interior is coloured, puz-
zles, bottle stoppers, mice, items in which woodturning skills were
linked to skills with glass and much more. Then we had one working
lathe producing tops to give to children. This year there were three or
four members working at their lathes and in addition Bill Robinson was
working and demonstrating how he makes those wonderful vases. I am
sure he must be the leading exponent of this skill in the country. Then
items were mainly displayed on the table top, now there are lots of dif-
ferent display levels. However I did notice that whereas in the early
days abut half the members had work on display the proportion of mem-
bers displaying is now much less. The Charity stall for Dorian House is
a good addition. I recalled how in the early days we stood in the freez-
ing cold in Tony Caplin's workshop unable to see much while Tony
demonstrated, whereas now we sit in comfort viewing a scree during
demonstrations, how different. I was pleased to see Fred was still busy
at the cash desk and he told me how well the Charity table was doing
and that made me feel guilty for though my skills may not now be great,
I could have made something that would sell for charity, and so could
you.
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Simon Whitehead

Simon entertained us with some
innovative turning and effects.

He started by turning an elm platter with its rim decorated by ‘crackle’
paint.  Having turned and finished the bottom of the platter, he reverse
chucked it and turned the rim.  He then marked its position relative to
the chuck and removed it, placing it on plastic sheeting to spray with the
base coat of gold crackle paint.  After this dried for a while, it was then
sprayed with black and set aside to dry, while he got on with turning a
mallet with a sycamore head and mahogany handle.

After lunch, he returned to the platter, re-chucking it again and turning
out the centre and finishing it.
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The next item to be tuned was a piece
of spalted sycamore, from which, a
bowl with foot appeared.

Finally, a piece of laburnum became an
attractive lidded box.

Important notice to Members Re Data Protection.
From your Secretary, Mark Ongley.

With the last newsletter you should have received a slip of paper asking
for your details of address etc, this was to cover the membership and
committee re the Data Protection Act (DPA).
Within the DPA it states that information about living individuals must
be made secure so that it cannot be used or misused in a way that can
cause harm or distress. The data must only be used for specified purpos-
es, it must be accurate and kept up to date and must not be kept longer
than is necessary. The data subject’s rights must be respected and the
Committee must take appropriate steps to maintain security- that is, pre-
vent unauthorised processing or accidental loss, damage or destruction.
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Unfortunately  just because we are a small organisation, it does not ex-
empt us from the rigours of the act, but as long as we show that we are
making an attempt at maintaining security and that the membership al-
low the use of their details and keep them secure we do not have to reg-
ister the details with the authorities.
The details of the membership are generated solely for the purpose of
sending out newsletters and membership reminders, and will only be
held by the Committee in secure conditions and will not be given out  or
used by other parties.
With regards the use of E mails we are hoping to send out newsletters
etc to those who have E mail addresses so that we can reduce costs to
the membership.  With regards the DPA it must be understood that if
you make contact with another using e mail then it important to under-
stand that when you send it to more than one person you are making all
of the e mail addresses visible to all, which would contravene the DPA.
For example: it would be wrong if you e mailed details of a forthcoming
event of interest  to a number of other Woodturning groups and allowed
all of the addresses to be visible. You should put the address of one per-
son in the “To…” line. Then select the “Bcc” (blank carbon copy) line –
NOT the Cc (carbon copy ) line. Each recipient will see only their own
address in the “To” line.
PLEASE IF YOU HAVE NOT RETURNED THE  SLIPS, THEN YOU
WILL NOT BE GIVING PERMISSION TO HOLD YOUR DETAILS
AND THEREFOR DO NOT WISH TO REMAIN A MEMBER OF
THE CWA BECAUSE WE HAVE NO AUTHORITY TO CONTACT
YOU. If you need a replacement then please contact me for another. In
future this will be sent out with your reminders for your new yearly sub-
scription.
Thank you for sharing your details, but in today’s climate of informa-
tion theft we must try to protect ourselves in every way possible and to
be seen to be doing just that.

Mark Ongley, Sect.
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Digital Photos  - Ken Davis

(with apologies to non-geeks!)

While I was editing the website, I was very often very glad of photos
sent to me - particularly if I’d been unable to attend a function to take
any myself.

While, having broadband, it was no problem receiving them, even with
broadband, sending, whatever speed your connection is rated as, is lim-
ited to 512kb/sec (as opposed to speeds in Mb/sec for receiving) and
some of those photos would be sent, straight out of the camera and often
a few Megabytes in size.

The size I used was usually 700 pixels wide at 72 dpi which resulted in
a file size of no more than 150kbytes.   Now, for the newsletter, I need
them to be 300 dpi but they can be grey scale instead of colour, which
results in, as an example, the photo of Simon on page 8 being 240kbyes
- straight from the camera it was 3.23 Mbytes!

OK, I hear you say.  How can I change it?  Well, if you’re not a compu-
ter user, it’s difficult!  If you are, any ‘paint’ program will help - and it
doesn’t need to cost anything.  One very good, free program, is Irfan
view, which can be downloaded from http://www.irfanview.com/and is
just over a 1Mbytes download.

With any of the programs, what to look for in the menu is ‘Image’ and
then ‘Size’ or ‘Resample’.  Click on that and enter the required numbers
- don’t enter a vertical figure but make sure that ‘Preserve aspect ratio’
is ticked.
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After that, just open the directory that you’ve saved them in (don’t make
it the same as you loaded them from or, though it gives a warning, you
could over-write your original.), open your mail program and a new
email and just select the image(s) you want to send, hold down the left
mouse button and drag across to the email message window.  Their
names will all then appear in the ‘Attachments’ strip, all ready to Send.
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 Newsletter Editor Ken Davis.  01524 701525

 10, Elmslack Lane, Silverdale, Lancashire.  LA5 0RX

editor@turningcumbria.co.uk

Committee

Chairman Donald Brookes 01768 891380
Secretary* Mark Ongley 01524 833088
Treasurer Tony Dickinson 01524 427558

Committee Members

 Roger Busfield 01524 823692
 Peter Martindale 01539 727187
 Gordon McIver (Programme Sec) 01539 725265

 Peter Osborn 017683 72645
  Lionel Pinchbeck 01524 421927
  Mitch Platt 01539 723421
  Bill Robinson   (Webmaster) 01539 725309
  Fred Singleton 01539 731896

Web-site: www.turningcumbria.co.uk

* Enquiries to the Secretary at 125, Bare Lane
  Morecambe, Lancashire.  LA4 6RP

mailto:editor@turningcumbria.co.uk
http://

